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No Frills Buffalo. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 344 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in.
x 0.8in.Buffalo, New York, in the fall of 1980: a white supremacist embarks on a killing spree,
targeting black people one every day. His first murder- from City Halls balcony twenty-eight stories
high- becomes his signature. The case is assigned to Mark Bennett, a new detective whose father
was a police legend. Ken Connell, the departments star investigator, is angry to learn he is passed
over. Bennett owns a pedigree, but lacks experience solving homicides. Bennett grapples with
secrets: conversations with his dead father and a burgeoning affair he must keep quiet, because
Allison is separating from a husband who doesnt want her to leave: Ken Connell. Bobby Bennett,
Marks younger brother, is a rookie patrolman learning the job. His partner is George Pope, a
veteran street cop who once paired with Bennetts father. Pope is wise but crusty, determined to
mentor a stubborn young man, no matter how much resistance he faces. For several days, victims
keep coming. Against a backdrop of crooked cops, drug dealers, prostitutes, transvestites, tension
mounts as the net narrows on the killer while Connell learns the truth about his wifes...
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A really great publication with perfect and lucid explanations. Of course, it is play, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this book
from my i and dad suggested this publication to find out.
-- Dr . Aug ustine B or er-- Dr . Aug ustine B or er

Absolutely essential study book. It normally is not going to charge excessive. I am delighted to inform you that this is basically the finest ebook we have
study during my very own lifestyle and can be he greatest publication for at any time.
-- Dr . Willis Pa ucek II--  Dr . Willis Pa ucek II
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